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D I D YO U K N O W ?
Miller Hendry recently celebrated the
opening of a new office in Crieff after
making a short ‘flit’ to new premises
across the road at 21 Comrie Street. The
move signals an exciting new chapter
for the firm as it continues to expand
and strengthen its commitment to the
Perthshire town.
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S TA F F AT M I L L E R H E N D R Y C O M P L E T E C H A R I T Y
TREK IN MEMORY OF BELOVED COLLEAGUES

A dedicated team of walkers from Miller Hendry
recently completed a special charity trek in
memory of two former colleagues who passed
away.
The 13-strong group of partners and staff walked 14
miles from Cargill near Blairgowrie to the legal and
estate agency’s Perth office on Friday, August 24,
2018.

The participants had an original fundraising target
of £500 which has been more than sextupled with a
whopping final total of £3,325! Sponsorship and tins
at reception raised £1,648 and a further £1,677 was
donated by the firm to reach this fantastic total.”

The trek was organised to raise money for Breast
Cancer Research and Aplastic Anaemia Trust in
memory of two much-loved former colleagues,
Brenda Pilling and Ruth Kerr. Brenda passed away in
2016 and Ruth earlier this year in February.
The challenge was a significant one for many of the
walkers as the majority were not used to walking
such long distances. John Thom, Miller Hendry’s
Chairman, said:
“This charity trek was a very special way to remember
our colleagues and raise money for charities that
were close to Ruth, Brenda and their families’ hearts.
The walk was a challenge for many of the team, but
they kept each other going on those last few miles.
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TA X S U M M A R Y
2019/2020
Income Tax

Capital Gains Tax

Personal allowance will be increased to £12,500 regardless
of date of birth.

Rates are unchanged at:

UK tax rates remain at 20%, 40% and 45% for basic,
higher and additional bands but of course, there are
an additional two Scottish rates, starter at 19% and
intermediate at 21% so each level cannot be confirmed
until the Scottish Budget is announced in February 2019.

• 10% and 20% tax rates for individuals (not including
residential property and carried interests); and
• 18% and 28% tax rates for individuals for residential
property and carried interests

For reference, the position is currently:

The Annual Exempt Amount is increased from £11,700 for
individuals and personal representatives and £5,850 for
most Trustees, to £12,000 and £6,000 respectively.

• £11,850 - £13,850 - 19% Scottish Income Tax (UK rate –
20%)

Inheritance Tax

• £13,850 - £24,000 - 20% Scottish Income Tax (UK rate –
20%)
• £24,000 - £43,430 - 21% Scottish Income Tax (UK rate –
20%)
• £43,430 - £150,000 - 41% Scottish Income Tax (UK rate –
20% up to £46,350 and 40% over £46,350 - £150,000)
• Over £150,001 - 46% Scottish Income Tax (UK rate –
45%)

• Nil Rate Band—£325,000 (frozen until 2020/21)
• Anything above the threshold taxed at 40% (36% for
those who leave 10% or more of their net estates to
charity)
• Residential Nil Rate Band - £150,000
Miller Hendry offer tax advice and assistance in relation
to Personal Tax advice, Capital Gains Tax planning,
Inheritance Tax planning and taxation during the
administration of Estates and Trusts.

D I D YO U
KNOW?
This year marks the 30th anniversary of the
Will Aid campaign. In the month of November,
participating solicitors waive their fee and
clients make a donation instead to charity!
Last year Miller Hendry raised £3965, the 2nd
highest fundraiser in Scotland!
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FUNERAL INSTRUCTIONS - WHO HAS THE
F I N A L S AY ?
In recent years, following the tragic death of
a young Black Watch soldier, a case regarding
disputed funeral wishes reached the headlines.
In addition, we have seen a number of changes
in the law covering burials and cremations in
Scotland.
A soldier serving in the Black Watch passed away in
2011 and his mother and wife could not agree on the
terms of his funeral. The soldier had expressed a wish
to his mother that he would like to be buried near
his grandfather. He subsequently expressed a wish
to his wife to be buried beside her late brother. The
soldier appointed his mother as his executor, giving
her the responsibility of administering his estate
with everything passing to his wife. The Will did not
include funeral arrangements.
Subsequently, the relationship between the soldier’s
mother and wife broke down. They could not agree
on the funeral arrangements. The case eventually
went before Sheriff Johnson of Forfar Sheriff Court.
The Sheriff found that the soldier’s wife was entitled
to make the arrangements for the funeral of her late
husband. Sadly, it took 4 years for his remains to
finally be laid to rest.

increasingly out of date for modern life. The Act offers
guidance and clarity in many areas, some of which
are explained below.
Leann Brown, Associate Solicitor confirms, “One area
in particular where the Act should offer some clarity
is where there is such a dispute amongst family
members over the arrangements of a deceased’s
funeral. Disputes such as this do happen, especially
if the deceased left no written instructions. The 2016
Act provides some useful directions in this area.

This is an unusual case in that the soldier had been
slightly misled when drawing up an Army Will by
his Sergeant who had stated that the executor and
the beneficiary could not be the same person. If this
misinformation had not been given to the soldier
then he would have likely appointed his wife as both
executor and beneficiary to his estate.

If the deceased leaves no guidance of their intentions,
or it is impossible to fulfil their wishes, the 2016 Act
provides that their “nearest relative” is entitled to
make the funeral arrangements. The 2016 Act sets
out who may be classified as a “nearest relative”. The
deceased’s spouse or civil partner is at the top of the
list.”

Perhaps offering some further clarity following this
case, The Burial and Cremation (Scotland) 2016 Act
(“the Act”) provides a modern legal framework for
burial and cremation. The existing legislation was
old, dating back over 100 years, and had become

Leann added, “If our clients have any concerns
regarding their wishes being followed, we would be
happy to review their current arrangements.”
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CARE HOME FEES ON THE RISE

With care home fees in Scotland ever on the rise,
averaging over £700 per week (May 2018), it is
important for people to think about how they are
likely to meet these costs in future.
Samera Ali, a Solicitor in the firm’s Perth office,
advised, “In order to figure out how you will pay your
care fees, you should know what type of assets you
own and their value. With the majority of elderly
clients owning their own homes, many are likely to
be considered ‘self-funding’ when being assessed for
Local Authority funding.”
From 1 April 2018, a ‘self-funding’ resident is one who
has capital amounting to over £27,250. Capital is
comprised of any savings, investments and property
owned. Although the contract for care is between
the resident and the care home, the Local Authority
will contribute a Free Personal and/or a Nursing Care
payment to the care home if the resident has been
assessed by them as requiring care. From 1 April, the
Free Personal Care payment is £174 per week and
the Free Personal & Nursing Care payment is £253
per week. If a resident’s capital is bordering on or
below the £27,250 figure, they are entitled to ask for
a financial assessment at any time.

Samera added, “The primary concern people have
when meeting care home costs is whether they are
required to sell their property to help fund their care.
For the first 12 weeks of entering residential care, the
value of a resident’s property will not be included
in the Council’s computation of what they will pay
towards their care. This is to allow adequate time to
decide what to do in terms of meeting care costs.”
It should be borne in mind that if a spouse or partner
still resides in the property, it will not be counted in a
capital assessment. The value of the property would
also be ignored if a carer had given up their own
residence to live with and care for an individual prior
to them going into care. If, however, an individual
owns more than just their main residence the value of
any additional properties will be considered capital.
Samera concluded, “Seeking advice at an early stage
regarding these rules can help avoid some of the
stress for family and friends later on.”
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IT’S TIME TO THINK ABOUT
A P O W E R O F AT T O R N E Y
Losing the ability to make our own financial
and welfare decisions can be an uncomfortable
thought; however, sadly, for some people this
is the reality of life. More and more clients are
becoming aware of the importance of granting
a Power of Attorney.
What is a Power of Attorney?
A Power of Attorney is a formal document
authorising someone you trust to act on your
behalf. It can only be granted when you have full
mental capacity. Therefore, it is crucial that the
document be prepared as early as possible. Many
people believe that Powers of Attorney are only
required for the elderly. While the urgency to grant
a Power of Attorney may be due to the onset of a
degenerative illness such as dementia, they are also
extremely important where an individual becomes
mentally incapable due to an accident or illness.
In Scots law, there are two types of Powers of
Attorney
•

Continuing – This covers financial and business
affairs and can be brought into operation at
any time, i.e. before you lose capacity with your
consent.

•

Welfare – This covers personal affairs and can
only be brought into operation if capacity is
lost.

Powers of Attorney can be designed to cater to
present and future requirements. Your situation
can quickly change and it is important to have
powers in place that cover all of your needs.
Donnie MacLeod, a Partner in our Crieff office
commented: “We work with many clients with
different needs and requirements and we can
almost always incorporate these into a Power of
Attorney.
It is important that our clients consider granting
a Power of Attorney at an early stage. If a client
has lost capacity (which can be confirmed by
a doctor), and ongoing financial and welfare
decisions need to be made for them, a Guardian
will need to be appointed through the Court. This
is a time consuming and costly process, which can
be easily avoided at the outset by putting a Power
of Attorney in place.”
At Miller Hendry we are here to take the pressure
off of these future decisions by working with you to
design a tailor-made Power of Attorney that caters
to all of your needs.
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FIRST AND FOREMOST
your interests
Miller Hendry is a long established legal and estate
agency practice which has served individuals and
businesses in the Tayside and Strathearn area for
generations. The firm has grown to be one of the
largest legal practices in the area. Our staff include
highly professional solicitors and legal staff, trust
and tax specialists, property valuation managers
and sales negotiators who are all equipped to
provide a complementary blend of specialist and
more general expertise in various fields.

We continue to try to shape in a proactive way the
services we provide to meet the ever changing needs
of our clients. Whatever the problem, be it personal
or business, large or small, routine or complex, it will
be given individual attention and will be handled
according to the highest professional standards.
Editor: Caroline A Fraser

This leaflet is a general discussion document and is for guidance only. It is not a substitute
for legal or financial advice.
Each situation must be looked at it its own right. You cannot rely upon points raised and
should always seek advice specific to your own circumstances.

K E Y CO N TA C T S
Dundee

Ernest Boath
ernestboath@millerhendry.co.uk

Perth

Crieff

John Thom
johnthom@millerhendry.co.uk

Donnie MacLeod
donniemacleod@millerhendry.co.uk
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